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Being Wakeful





Our duty is wakefulness, the fundamental 

condition of life itself. The unseen, the unheard, 

the untouchable is what weaves the fabric of our 

see-able universe together.

                          Robin Craig Clark
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A string of excited, fugitive, miscellaneous pleasures 

is not happiness; happiness resides in imaginative 

reflection and judgment, when the picture of one’s life,

or of human life, as it truly has been or is, satisfies 

the will, and is gladly accepted.

                             George Santayana
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which they would rather be:

dust or dirt

his granddaughter

asserting the word the

is underrated

Pol Pot survivor

noting his folks did not die:

They were murdered

at lunch, overhears

Thousands killed in Chinese quake . . .

keeps telling his joke
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asking the florist

for a bouquet that smells nice

but isn’t pretty

the dean informing 

a freshman how she should

pronounce her last name

career soldier

explicating why scars

outclass tattoos

answering the knock,

Great-Gran greeting the postman

topless

answering the knock,

Great-Gramps greeting the sheriff

bottomless 
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Lehigh sophomore

informing his folks he’s known

as the campus slut

rotund Aunt Maude

fuming that her given name

rhymes with broad

ending the affair

upon learning he rides

a unicycle

ending the affair 

upon learning she snacks

on canned clams

explaining

to the new Mom her child’s death

is part of God’s plan
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two agnostics

seething that their son wedded

an atheist

on the warpath

discovering that his niece

married a Quaker

first time in the house

of his girlfriend’s folks, causing

a toilet flood

classics prof beams

learning his newborn nephew

is named Horace

a Catholic boy

inquiring whether hell

has a zip code
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the cop demanding

that his daughter’s fiancé 

shed the puce flip-flops

down by forty

a Knick wishing there were

a pro mercy rule

the Marine’s young son

asking where General Motors

is serving

a sixth grader

beginning his poem

My parents suck

an eighth grader

beginning her poem

Moreover
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Grandpa confessing

he’s always found truth-telling

too taxing

Nana confiding

she’s always found knitting

better than sex

the British farmer

presenting his dog Higgins

and pig Malion

the French farmer

introducing his horse

D’oeuvre

realizing

Dad uses love for food,

not for family





Think big thoughts, but relish small pleasures.

                             H. Jackson Brown, Jr.

That man is rich whose pleasures are the cheapest.

                             Henry David Thoreau
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midtown Manhattan . . . 

the homeless man opening

a beach umbrella

downtown Detroit . . .

the homeless woman holding

a pink parasol

the four year-old

explaining why her parties

must exclude parents

describing a lei

as a bloomer one dons

headfirst

stormy night . . .

the bodybuilder clutching

his stuffed panda
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2:00 a.m., dreaming

the Steelers draft Sam Goldstein

from Brandeis

4:00 a.m., dreaming

the Seahawks draft Yves Marceau

from the Sorbonne

VIP visit . . .

traffic reporters noting

gawker delays

a little leaguer

questioning why home plate

isn’t called fourth base

punctuating 

his twenty-first birthday

stealing a cop car
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city bus stop . . .

an elder telling strangers

her life story

subway station . . .

a two year-old telling strangers

about his poops

while learning

via cellphone that he’s broke,

totaling his car

newlywed asking

whether a tight wedding ring 

can cause gangrene

parents choosing

a pink coffin for their child

shot in a drive-by
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their son’s girlfriend

noting she loves skydiving

onto  mattresses

their daughter’s boyfriend

mentioning that his pastime

is chainsaw juggling

a linguist loving

racecar is the same going

forward or backward

asking Aunt Rita

why she chooses outfits

that are so skintight

asking Uncle Vic

why he unbuttons his shirts

down to the navel
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homeless teen sharing

his four-day-old doughnut

with a stray cat

quiz on glands . . .

correcting the sixth grader

who wrote Mommary

post-concert . . .

two old flutists discussing

arthritis treatments

the grandmother

of  Saw’s writer requesting

a rom-com next

fifth grade teacher

in art class, feels she’s playing

Whac-A-Mole
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Phoenix weatherman

calling the temperature

of ninety-eight warm

Granddad arguing

there’s more agony in 

deceit than defeat

his teenaged daughter

finding the word abroad

sexist

Arby’s bathroom stall . . .

a stout senior belting out

an aria

blonde history prof

referring to Mao and Marx

as Redheads
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showing his grandsons

where to find on the web

the best old-time porn

her brother-in-law

christening his new rowboat

Titanic II

sleepless new Mom

working on her tax returns

between feedings

men’s room pipe 

bursts at Bed Bath & Beyond . . .

Halloween night

his three-year-old son

laughing loudly, then asking

What’s so funny?
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the young professor

trying to inject whimsy

in Organic Chem

job applicant 

asking whether they received

his ri-zoom

retired Navy cooks,

now chefs, labeling themselves

seasoned veterans

I adore Linda! . . .

her grandfather responding

Why on earth??

Jim is wonderful! . . .

his grandmother replying

Get to know him
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the poet torching

his third book, dedicated

to his second wife

Uncle Al searching

for a kind proctologist

with slender fingers

asked her age,

their two year-old answering

Twenty minutes

high school drama class . . .

senior Christopher Gentile

playing Shylock

English prof loving

that six-pack abs’ opposite

is beer gut
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Grace

After the vaccination,

Their three year-old –

Without shedding a tear,

But with abundant anger – 

Rips off the Band-Aid,

Throws it at the doctor, and

Utters in a condemning voice,

You hurt me, Mister
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responding

to the candidate’s hand wave

with one finger

the young pianist

noting as her favorites

Bach, Liszt, Ludacris

noticing

Mom has more tattoos than Dad,

an Army sergeant

the shrink reminding

his young patient that Moses

was a basket case

a preschooler

rejoicing that his yo-yo

needs no batteries
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first grader Li Qian

coloring with Nathan Kahn

and Habib Sharif

hit by a pitch,

the little leaguer doing

cartwheels to first

the banker

buying vanity plates

inscribed 4TUNE

the psychic

buying vanity plates

inscribed 4TELL

the mohel

buying vanity plates

inscribed 4SKIN
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describing

her husband-to-be as

kind enough

describing

his bride-to-be as

ultra-forgiving

Aunt Merle explaining

why she prefers St. Louis

over Saint-Tropez

his brother wearing

an all-denim 3-piece suit

to the wedding

his sister sporting

an oversized Saints jersey

to the christening
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at Chez Paul, his wife

asking the waiter whether

the water is free

at Chez Paul, her spouse

asking the waiter whether

tips can be in coins

begging her parents

to change their last name

from Cox to Fox

the young driver

blaming the multi-car crash

on an ill-timed sneeze

the judge sentencing

the ninety-year-old killer

to life in prison
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fisherman’s child

refusing to eat tuna

unless it’s round

his grandmother

assuming LOL means

Lots of love

on the street . . . hit on 

by a creep, the pretty teen

starts oinking loudly 

Solomon King

loving forms requesting

last name first

Belle Tinker 

loathing forms requesting

last name first
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her child arguing 

half and half should be

renamed crilk

sixth birthday . . .

Sean Lee wishing for

a lengthier name

ninth birthday . . .

Carl Dunne wishing for

a fancier name

twelfth birthday . . .

Joan Potts wishing for

a sexier name

the elder

correcting the spelling on

his wife’s shopping list
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a child pondering

if angels remove their wings

before bedtime

renowned professor

avowing Joseph Stalin

wasn’t that bad

Red Sox fan

enraged hearing Northerners

called Yankees

their priest

noting calmly why Gandhi

was the antichrist

Trenton Mom urging

her son, heading for Harvard,

Don’t be too Jersey
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On Vacation

Driving up

a sharply curving,

dangerously steep,

frighteningly narrow

Rocky Mountain road,

the teen witnesses

Mom praying for

divine intervention,

Dad holding the wheel

with a death grip, and

Grandma, her head

outside the window,

taking photographs
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post-breakup . . .

egging the cars of her ex,

his Dad, his Granddad

two female psychics

noting that most of women

is omen

sleep-deprived mother

cutting into small pieces

her husband’s waffle

Rice sophomore

telling his niece he studies

physics, not farming

the four year-old

begging for a cookie

too big to dunk
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the immigrant

struggling with lip sync, fat lip,

give lip and lip read

their Doberman

running away in terror

from the hairless cat

on a shooting star

her ten year-old wishing for

height and muscles

on a shooting star

his twelve year-old wishing for

ESP and cash

a boy inquiring

if his late sister will remain

three in heaven
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Valentine’s Day . . .

a sixth grader asking why

there’s no heart cancer

telling their daughter,

heading off for college,

to take no risks

early winter . . .

her child requesting gauntlets

instead of mittens

out-of-state student

assuming Colgate’s mascot

is tooth-related

her kindergartner

claiming blue M&Ms

taste the sweetest
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marathon runner,

leading by two hundred yards, 

whistling a show tune

the sportscaster,

intending to say Blow out,

uttering Blow job

refusing

to believe Uncle Sy’s name

is short for Seymour

the oncologist

considering a shift to

hair restoration

reading the poster,

You Can Do It All!, their Mom

shouting That’s a lie!
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mid-lecture, a prof

scraping baby formula

from her blouse

a Texas teen

cheering the cow escaping

from the slaughterhouse

high school senior

displeasing her Greek parents,

applying to Troy

existentialists

starting the child care center

No Exit from Fun

in South Korea

black singers taking selfies

on a Seoul train
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